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HOPI": A Myopic Version of the STOCHOPr 
Automatic File Migration Policy 

ABSTRACT 

We consider the application or the SfOCHOPT automatic file migration pol;. 

icy (proposed by A.J. Smith) to a file system. in which the file inter-reference 

time distributions are characterized by strictly monotonically decreasing 

hazard rates (also known as decreasing failure rates). We show that the STQ

CHOPT policy can be simply stated in terms of a scaled hazard rate (i.e., the 

hazard rate divided by the file size). The class of decreasing failure rate inter-

reference time distributions includes mixtures of exponential distributions 

which are the continuous time analogues of the mixed geometric distributions 

proposed by Smith to model file inter-reference times in discrete time. 
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1. Introduction 

We are concerned with replacement policies for deciding when to remove a 

file from a disk resident cache and send it to a teritary storage device (e.g. an 

automatic tape library). 

In [SmithBlb, pg 526] A.J. Smith proposed a stochastically optimal 

replacement policy (STOCHOPT) for automatic file migration. The model for 

which the policy is optimal is specified by known file inter-reference time pro

bability distributions, ;; (t ), a unit cost for all file faults, and a positive constant 

rental price per unit of storage space, .,j, The policy is specified in terms of the · 

cache holding time, ;i, for the file i which minimizes the expected cost of the 

next reference. 1 Smith considered the model in discrete time because of the 

discrete nature of the dataset he was studying [SmithBla]. We obtain our 

results by studying the problem in continuous time. 

In reliability theory [Barlow75] it is commonplace to characterize probabil

ity distributions by their failure rate. The failure rate at time t (also known as 

the hazard rate) is the rate at which units which have survived until time t fail. 

We discuss this further in section 2. We shall show that if the file inter-reference 

time distribution has a strictly monotonically decreasing hazard rate the STO-

CHOPT policy can be simply stated in terms of an inequality on a scaled hazard 

rate (i.e., the hazard rate divided by the file size.) We call this policy HOPT {for 

Ha7.ard Optimal). The policy is myopic (i.e., it does not explicitly look at the 

future behavior of the file, only its current hazard rate). Hence it lends itself to 

fixed space formulation, ranking files on the basis of their scaled hazard rates. 

We call the fixed space policy HMAX (for Hazard Maximal). 

Ac~'.le.::y S:r.i!...i. u.ses a ' .. l.''l.!L stora~e :-e:tte.! charge a!ld a va..-ie.b!e cost !o:- ~e-:::e accesses. !he two 
:or:r..~..!~c:t:; ~e eq•.,.•.l!e:tt. ~ ~'la:. :r..:.!.!.e:-s i~ t.he :a~o bet.wee:t s:..o:-~e ren~ charae and ta:e ac-
<"<"~~cost. i !w :;'!'(.''ll!nt f·:..!'m'.Ji.lt:on W1!J $!!T!pufy our d!scU!:is!on. - · 
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We begin by describing a continuous time version of Smith's model. We 

allow the file inter-reference time distribution to be an improper distribution 

(i.e., one which does not integrate to 1). This permits us to model the possibility 

that a file may never be referenced again (See Sect. 4). We also allow the cost of 

accessing a file from tape to depend on the file characteristics (e.g. size). These 

extensions to Smith's model make the model more realistic. We share Smith's 

assumptions that the file reference processes for distinct files are independent 

and that the cost of accessing a particular file from tape is invariant (e.g. with 

respect to time since last access).2 

The expected cost until next reference for file i is comprised of three 
components: 
(1) It the rue is referenced before cache holding time -r there is only· the· 

cost of keeping it in the cache until it is referenced. 
(2) If the file is not referenced before time T there is the cost of keeping 

the ftle in the cache for -r seconds. 
(3) If the the file is not refer.enced before time T, but it is referenced again 

then there is the cost of accessing the file from tape. 

Thus we define: 

~ ( -r) = ezpec ted. cost untiL ne:rt refereTU::e for file i, h.old.i:n.g file on d.isk 'T' second.s 

where 

Cr..a (i) = cost to access file i from tape 

f t (u) = proba.bility density function of inter-'N!ference time i:n.tEmJa.l for file i 

F, (u) = cu.mm.u.La.tive distribution fu:nctiDn of ini.er"'T'efereTU::e time 'i:n.terva.l for file i 

F, ( :oa) = proba.bility that file i is refereTU::ed. a.gcrin 

2 Some file acceS'Sf!s may overwrite the entire file (and thus do not need to access the tile from 
tape i! ::. !s not i."l the cache). We cen model this by setti."lg t.lte tape access cost for such references 
~o zero. :':'len the ~r,:ected cost !or a tile access !:'o!r. tape depends on t.b.e :-e~o o! reads to CO:r.f'lete 
OH::-w:.~c:::. We: are i:r.;:~c~tly ass~.:ni."lf! t.~t. t.'tis :atio ;s :tot de?endent 0:1 t.lte time si:tce las-~ refer
en-:-:. !ilo:- dutil:!.'':'t '.!Sed -:JY ~!'T'.!t!l(::Orr..!t!l8l<lj do.~s not !dC!ltliy ov~~t<' rc!e!"cnccs. 
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s;, = size of file i 

~ = rental. charge per unit space per unit time 

Note that we are measuring time here since the last reference to file i. This 

cost function corrresponds to that of Eqn. (4) of [Smith8lb, pg. 526]. 

2. .Monotone Decreasing Hazard Rate Distributions 

The hazard rate (failure rate) is essentially a conditional probability den-

sity. It is the rate at time t since last reference at which files which have not yet 

/;,(t) 
been referenced are accessed. We define the hazard rate as h.t(t) = l-F,(t). 

The utility of the IIOPT policy hinges upon the question of whether empiri-

cally observed file inter-reference time distributions have strictiy monotonic 

decreasing hazard rates (SDHR). The evidence concerning this property is 

encouraging. Smith [Smith81a. pg 411] remarks that the hazard rate "declines 

sharply for a while and then becomes (after 20 days or so) relatively fiat". 

In reliability literature [Barlow75] hazard rates are called "failure rates". 

Distributions with mo~otonically decreasing hazard rates (DHR) are called 

"decreasing failure rate" (DFR) distributions by Barlow and Proschan [Barlow75]. 

In their usage Drn requires neither the eXistence ot the probability density den-

sity nor strict monotonicity, i.e., they include the exponential distribution With a 

constant hazard in the DFR class. Thus all SDHR distributions are DHR. and all 

DHR distributions are DFR. The same authors state that if F(t )·is DHR for t~O 

then f (t )>0 for all t >0 [Barlow75, pg. 79]. 

Barlow and Proschan show that all mixtures of exponential distributions are 

strictly DFR [Barlow75, pg 103]. Discrete mixtures of exponential distributions, 

are the continuous time analogues ot the discrete time mixed geometric distri

butions used to model file inter-reference times in [Smith81a, pg 411]. Smith 

used mclhod of moment~ estimation for fil t'-..is mi::-:ed gcometrtc model in 
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[Smith8la]. Maximum likelihood estimation of parameters mixtures of exponen

tials is discussed in [Jewell82] and in the references cited therein. 

3. IIOPr Policy 

We now show how STOCHO?r can be characterized in terms of a scaled 

hazard rate when F, (t) has a strictly decreasing hazard rate. The resulting pol-

icy we designate HOPI". 

Define 

"''i. ( t) = scaled ha.za.rd. rate for file i, as 

7
, ( t) = Itt ( t) -GrA ( i) 

St . 

Theorem (HOPT Policy) 

If F, (t) is SDHR then q ( ;} is minimized when l'i ( ;) = ~ . if such -r exists, 

i.e .. when the scaled hazard rate equals the storage rental rate. Otherwise, if 

n (t) > ~ for alL t ~ 0 . then the optimal -r = ""· If -y;,(t) <~for alL t ~ 0 , then 

the optimal-r = 0. 

Proof 

We proceed by calculating the derivative of q(1) in terms of the hazard 

rate. 

r /;.(1) -GrA 
= ~ ~, •(1-F, ( T))ll-, ~\ •(1-F, ( T)) 

We can write this in terms of the hazard rate as: 

d.d."C t:;(-c): , .. , •(!-F;(T)+- ht(T~-.;;·(i) 
~ecaH t.h.:.l }"\ ~t) is ~UHH impt1es that the density f \ (t) is r..onzero o\·er the non-
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negative real line, i.e., (1-}i(T)) > 0 for all~~ 0. Then ~(T)< 0 whenever 

h,;(1) "CrA(i) . d 
_;....;._;_.....;.:.;....;......;_> ~- We can restate this as ~d. · (1) < 0 whenever /'t(i) > "t9. Now if 

S\ T 

the hazard rate h.,; (l) is a strictly monotonically decreasing function of t then 

we have 

n ( T) ~ ~ => ~ ( T) < 0 far all T < T 

and 

d. 
~ ( ;) > 0 for all T > T 

Hence conclude that the minimum cost is achieved by setting 1= T where 

l'i ( T) = ~. if such T exists, otherwise 1=0 if l'i (t) < ~ for all t ~ 0. or T== if 

?'i(t) >~for all t ~ 0. 

4. Improper Distributions 

The reader will recall that our model permitted Ft ( t) to be an improper dis

tribution. Smith only considered proper distributions for the file inter

reference times. A careful reacii.ng of (Smith8la] indicates that he discarded 

censored observations (presumably including infinite file inter-reference inter-

vals) fitting his model only to the uncensored observations.3 Anecdotal evidence 

from operators of large mass storage systems (e.g. at Lawrence Livermore 

National Lab) suggests that essentially infinite file inter-reference intervals are 

common. Users simply treat the tliesystem as an archive, retaini~ dead tiles 

tor backup. We propose to incorporate such infinite intervals into the model by 

scaling proper inter-reference time distributions down to an improper distribu-

lion. Thus we define Fi(t) = fi(aa) "~(t) where ~(t) is a proper probability dis

tribution. We shall show below that, if ~(t) is DHR. then F,(t) is strictly DHR. 

Thus HOPT will work for scaled (improper) versions of DHR distributions. 

3 <:ee (C:-••0.8• ~ -~ •""'1 ~Or ~-'•h's de40-'•'ons 01 fl.; J") ,...,d Cf.; 1.) and em"•t'O .... 10 ·~-OU";., - ""'·•-••• ..... ..,.,..,~""'I~ ..... _... J.~.,.-" • ,~. ...,.,. '•"'• ~ ...,- .. ·~ -J.i e."' 
1:1 on [S:t:..:;,o;._, ?f.· ~•OJ. 
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Theorem 

If G(t) is DHR then F(t) =a -c(t) is SDHR where 0 <a< 1. 

Proof 

G( t) is DHR is equivalent to: 

g(t) g(t+x) 
1-G(t) :<!: 1-G(t +x) for aU t:<!=O and x>O (4.1) 

Hence 

g(t) > 1-G(t) foral.l.t:<!=O,z>O (4.2) 
g(t+x) 1-G(t+x) 

Since G(t) is strictly monotonically increasing in t and always less than 1 we 

g(t) > ( ) have , t ) > 1 for aJ.I. t _Q,x >0. Thus g t is strictly monotonically decreas-
9\ +x 

ing. Observe that 

g(t)G(t +x)- g (t +x)G(t) > 0 (4.3) 

since G( t) is strictly monotonically increasing and g ( t) is strictly monotoncally 

decreasing. Since g(t)>0.1-G(t)>O for a.LL t~O inequality (4.1) is 

equivalent to 

g(t)[1-G(t+x)] ~ g(t+x)[l-G(t)] 

g(t)-g(t+x) ~ g(t)G(t+x) -g(t+x)G(t) 

Thus to show that F( t) is SDHR we must show: 

f(t)-f(t+x) > J(t)F(t+x)-f(t+x)F(t) 

Substituting F(t) = a-G(t) andf(t) = a'g(t) we have 

a)~(t)-g(t+x)) > a 2 Jl9(t)G(t+x) -g(t+z)G(t)] 

g(t)-g(t+z) > a)l9(t)G(t+z) -g(t+z)G(t)] 

but this follows from (4.3). (4.5), and 0 <a< 1. 
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5. Comments 

The HOPT policy is variable space and myopic, i.e., the decision whether or 

not to keep a file in the cache is based solely on the cw-rent scaled hazard rate 

and does not (explicitly) consider future reference behavior. This suggests an 

obvious fixed space policy which ranks all files by their scaled hazard rates 

whenever a replacement decision must be made. The files with the largest 

scaled hazard rates are retained. We call this policy HMAX. 

If all the files are completely homogeneous, i.e., have identical inter

reference time distributions, equal sizes, and equal tape access costs, then 

m:.AX simply ranks files on their real hazard rates. Since the hazard rates are 

assumed here to be identical strictly monotonic decreasing functions of the 

time since last reference, H.\f.AX reduces to LRU. Similarly HOPT reduces to the 

Working Set (WS) Policy when the files are completely homogeneous (i.e., the two 

policies differ only in their parameterization, WS(i)=HOPT(h(-r)). The successful 

experience with WS and LRU suggests that HOPT and H.MAX may prove practical. 
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7. Conclusions 

We have shown that, if the automatic file migration policy STOCHOPT is 

appli("d to a tile ~y:..Lcm in which all fJcs have intcr-rdcrcncc time distributions 
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which have strictly monotonic decreasing hazard rates, then STOCHOPT reduces 

to keeping all files while their scaled hazard rate (hazard rate times tape access 

cost divided by file size) exceeds the storage rental rate. 'This policy we call 

HOPT. Scaled (improper) decreasing hazard rate distributions remain DHR: 

hence HOPT remains optimal. A fixed space analog of HOPT, HMAX, which ranks 

tiles by their scaled hazard rates, eXlsts. HOPT and HMAX reduce to WS and LRU 

respectively for completely homogeneous file (i.e., paging} systems. 
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